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CHAPTER I 

THE PROBLEM 

Health service agencies have become increasingly challenged by 

cost accounting methods to measure the significance of the help they 

offer. The issues being confronted are program effectiveness, 

delivery of services and factors influencfng the continuance of the 

client in treatment. Assessing continuance is an indirect or con

sumer approach to the evaluation of health services. It is generally 

accepted that the patient through broken or canceled appointments 

and dropouts fro~ treatment is saying something is wrong with the 

service or the way in.which it is delivered (Levine, 1970; Cobb, 1972). 

Further, the failure of patients to attend a clinic for treatment 

after referral is seen as an inability on the part of the clinic to 

meet the needs of its community (Raynes and Warren, 1971). However, 

there has been extensive. res rstance to the use of the consumer as a 

resource to evaluate the health service programs. This has continued 

even after the rapid development of outpatient services following 

the corrrnunity mental health legislation in 1963 and the subsequent 

need to evaluate those programs (Cobb, 1972). The resistance is 

seen as threefold: (1) health service agencies traditionally claim 

the perogative of defining service priorities and reviewing ongoing 

programs. (Levine, 1970; Tischler, 1971; Mora, 1972; Rappaport and 

O'Connor, 1972); (2) there is a questfon as to whether health care 
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recipients, especially those from the more disadvantaged groups, can 

effectively evaluate programs (Levine, 1970; Tischler, 1971; Cobb, 1972; 

Rappaport and O'Connor, 191,2); and, (3) methods of consumer measurement 

are unrefined and have not employed the more precise statistical instru-

ments preferred in empirical study (Ripple, 1955; Levinger, 1960; Cobb, 

1972; Ewalt, Cohen and Harmatz, 1972). 

In spite of this resistance to use consumer feedback an increasing 

interest has been shown in patient continuance. Kleinberg and O'Connor 

(1972, p. 545-548) in discussing the use of patient continuance to 

evaluate diagnostic services observe that: 

The effectiveness of any evaluation team dealing in 
childhood psychosocial disorders is difficult to mea~ure. 
With most cases there are no absolute or unchallenged 
criteria for evaluating accuracy of diagnosis. Like
wise, there is no uniform agreement about the compara
tive effectiveness of various therapy programs. Despite 
these difficulties, w~were desirous of appraising the 
long-range usefulness of (the) evaluations •••• through 
a questionnaire survey. The survey compared the extent 
to which parents understood and followed through on the 
recommendations which were noted in the patients' charts 
and also.asked the parents for comments concerning 
their satisfaction or dissatisfaction with the evaluation 
process •••• 

Other investigators have considered the matter of patient continuance 

from an administrative approach as a means of providing more effective 

delivery of services. Ewalt, Cohen and Harmatz (1972, p, 857) observe 

that: 

Half of al 1 applicants to our clinic and reportedly else
where, terminate their contact within four visits. The 
special problem that such early discontinuance presents in 
child guidance work is related to the common practice of 
devoting the first several visits to evaluation. This 
practice assumes that the therapeutic intervention may 
follow later if deemed advisable by professional persons. 
However, since many families decide not to continue past 
evaluation, whatever opportunity existed for intervention 
during the first few visits may have been lost. It is 



therefore important for administrators to know as. quickly 
as possible which f~mi1les will be willing to accept 
treatment later and which.will not. Use of the first 
few interviews may the.n be plann.ad .. in ac.c.ordance with the 
period of time. likely to be .available for. rendering help 
to the family. 

Studies seeking to define th~ relevant variables in patient 

continuance or follow-through have been conducted from a variety of 

viewpoints. Most.writers have limited their attention to the partic-

ular· variables which· concerned them in reference to data at .hand, such 

as interviews or psychological tests. The purpose of this study is 

to investigate cont:inuance as a multi-factored concept including 

variables related to: (1) the patient; (2) the diagnostic consultation 

process and its contingencies; and, (3) the availability of resources. 

Review of Literature 

The Patient 

Ripple's studies (1955. 1956 ~nd 1957) at the University of 

Chicago School of Social Service Administration exem~lify an early 

approach to assessing the likelihood of continuance by a client. She 

examined continuance (past four.interviews) as a function of four 

general variables~ the client's motivation, his intellectual capacity, 

the opportunity afford~d by his environment and the opportunity 

afforded by the agency. But analysis of these variables during the 

early interviews was time c9nsuming and by the time likelihood of con

tinuance was assessed. the family may already have dropped outo (Ewalt, 

Cohen and Harmatz, 1972). 

Socioeconomic factors· have also been investigated in relation ,to 

cont1nuance. Cobb (1972) summarized the research literature from 

3 



1963 through 1969. He found one group of studies which indicated that 

low-socioeconomic status patients are more likely to drop out 'of treat

ment than patients of higher socioeconomic status. On the other hand 

a number of studies cited in Cobb's review reported no difference in 

dropout rate between patients from different socioeconomic strata. The 

contradictory findings suggested that socioeconomic status may be re

lated to, but not a sufficient factor in accounting for, patient 

continuance. 

4 

Other investigators have attempted to use the findings of earlier. 

studies to develop an instrument to predict patient continuance. Ewalt, 

Cohen and Harmatz (1972) employed information obtained as part of the 

initial contact of the applicant to determine which variables were 

positively associated with the continuance of the pediatric patient. 

Continuance rates were higher if (1) the child was below 12 years of 

age, (2) the child was reportedly not stubborn, (3) the child's mother 

at least finished high school, (4) the parents' concern was primarily 

child-oriented rather than perpetuated by avoidance of action by 

authorities in the community and (5) the parents expressed a desire to 

understand the child rather than rnodify the child's behavior. Variables 

not found to be related to continuance were social class, age of par

ents, beliefs about causation of the problem, somatic complaints or 

family size. 

The Diagnostic Consultation Process 

The importance of the diagnostic consult~tion has been stre,ssed 

by many authors, among them Gessell and Amatrauda (1~47), Beller (1962), 

and Gardner and Nisonger (1962). Goldstein and Marshall who have 



investigated the diagnostic process in a series of studies since 1967 

(1971, p. 5-11) observe that: 

In the diagnostic process •••• diagnostic statements must 
not only be made for the use of other professionals, but 
they must be imparted to other significant members of the 
patient's family who are not professionals. The 1giving 1 

of this information by the diagnostician and the 1hearing 1 

of it by the parents is perhaps the most cricial part of 
the diagnostic process as the understanding and acceptance 
of such informatLon will directly effect plans for treatment. 

There are indications that the manner in whlch the diagnostic 

information is conveyed is as important as what is told and seems to 

be a variable in the patient's or family's ultimate de6ision to follow 

through on recommendations. Inexperience in communicatibn techniques 

may result in criticisms by the respondent that the diagnosis was 

11 fired at us 11 , 11 told in a cold-blooded way11 , 11 presented bluntly11 or 

11 not diplomatically11 (Koch, Graliker, Sands and Parmelee, 1959). 

Further, the person who has a hesitance to give bad news, attempts to 

shelter or protect the family, or strives to establish a positive image 

of himself with the parents interferes with communication (Matheny and 

Vernick, 1969). In discussing effective communication of diagnostic 

information Matheny and Vernick (1969, p. 953-959) observe that: 

What the parents need most from diagnostic or informative 
counseling is specific, clearly transmitted, honest in
formation about the child, implications for his future 
and knowledge of what concrete steps they can take to deal 
with the problems. 

Other studies favor a unified approach or comprehensive diagnostic 
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evaluation as a means of reducing noncontinuance of the patient in post-

diagnostic treatment. Denhoff (1972) proposes expansion of clinical 

preparation of pediatricians to include an awareness of the total needs 

of families of which the child or patient is a part. 



In contrast, the importance of having one physician assume ·the 

medical care of the child, interpret and coordinate the findings a.nd 

recommendations following the diagnostic workup has been stressed 

(Koch, Gralicker, Sands and Parmelle, 1959). This is especially true 

of the child with multiple.handicaps and related problems who is.seen 

for more than one physician or agency for the same reason. Parents may 

receive contradictory recommendations in a series of diagnostic confer

ences by various professionals who have seen the child. The findings 

of Marshall and Goldstein (1971) support the comprehensive approach to 

evaluation and diagnosis. From their information processing model of 

an inverted U shaped function they interpret that too much, as well as 

too little, information or too many conferences in which the parent 

has received information about his child 1 s problem may wel~ lead to 

lowered acquisition rates or little increase in use of diagnostic in

formation to better understand the problem of his child. 

In addition to variables related to transmitting diagnostic in

formation, the ability of the parent to retain information given to him 

in the diagnostic conference is important. Retention may be reduced 

either because of stresses experienced by the parents when they receive 

the diagnostic findings of a handicapped child (Marshall and Goldstein, 

1971) or because often they do not comprehend what was said until they 

have experienced repeated exposures to the concepts (Denhoff, 1972). 

Control or evaluation of interfering stress variables experienced by 

the parents is seen as unrealistic by a clinic whose primary purpose 

6 

is providing diagnostic services. But there has been favorable Interest 

in attempts to improve the parents' retention of diagnostic information 

by providing additional exposure to it. Often this has been through 
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additional sessions with a clinic staff member, such as a social 

worker (Denhoff, 1972). Marshall and Goldstein (1971) provide evidence 

that mechanical replays via video- or audio-tape immediately following 

the original diagnostic conference facilitates acquisition of diagnostic 

information by the parents. However, the differences between the me

chanical and more standard information presentation modalities were not 

maintained over a one-year period. 

Avail ab i 1 i ty of Resources 

Another factor related to whether the client continues in treat

ment is the availability of resources. A general criticism is that 

help given often falls short of its objective--that is client use of 

another resource (Shyne, 1957). Often resources are not geographically 

available. This is a problem of the pediatric hospital which tradition

ally serves an extensive geographic area. Consequently, hospital per

sonnel turn back to the community for heljb after diagnosis and recommen

dations are made to the patient. Few clinics .can establish rapport with 

patients who they must first tell they cannot provide the treatment rec

ommended by the center (Bullard, 1968). 

Other variables affecting availability of resources even when they 

are geographically present are lack of assumption of management of the 

patient and socioeconomic status. In discussing inadequate patient 

management, Meyer, Stafford and Jacobsen (1970) observe that too often 

the diagnosis is viewed as the end product of the clinical effort. 

Broad recommendations are made to the referring physicians or community 

agencies and assessments are often limited in regard to progress being 

made. Following the lead of Hollingshead and Redlich (1958) 



socioeconomic status has been found to be related to th.e use of 

psychiatrics~rvices. tn general •. professional help is more easily 

available to middle•class than to lower class individuals and the 

former are mor.e suited· to .it (Levinger, 1960; Hunt, 1962). 

8 



CHAPTER 11 

METHOD 

Subjects 

Survey Forms were mailed to 528 Child Study Center (CSC) patients. 

(See Appendix A for an extended CSC Program Descript{on.·) This was the 

number of new patients evaluated at CSC for a four year period from 

July 1, 1969, to June 30, 1973, whose files .contained full application 

and staffing note information. A total of 233 patients returned the 

Survey Forms and were included in the study. Another 184 patients 

received the Survey Forms but did not return them. The criterion for 

determining that the Survey Forms were received was that they were not 

returned as undeliverable by the U. S. Postal Service. The remaining 

Ill Survey Forms were those returned by the U. S. Postal Service as 

undel iverabl~. 

Procedure 

Sources of Information 

Three sources of information were used for the study. One was 

the CSC Application Form (Appendix B) which was filled out and submitted 

by the family prior to the patient 1 s first appointment. The Survey Form 

was the second source of information that was employed (Append!~ C). 

A third source of Information was the CSC Staffing Note in the patient's 

9 
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file. From these three sources of information 64 variables were gener-

ated (Appendix D). 

The following information was included from the Application Form: 

Fiscal year seen 
City size 
State 
Referra 1 source 
Presenting problem 
Patient's age 
Num~er of children in the family 
Number of pregnancies of mother 
Number of living children 
Ordinal position of patient with siblings 
Sex 
Race 
Parent's marital status 
Patient living with 
Number of foster homes 
Mother's education 
Mother's occupation 
Father's education 
Father's occupation 
Total family income 
Problem treated previously 

The Survey Form was a structured form on which the parents of the 

patient were requested to indicate the recommendation or recommendations 

they were given for.their child fol lowing his evaluation at the diagnos..,. 

tic conference. The five recommendation categories were as follows:. 

1 • EDU CAT I OtJAL 
Special class.room placement, learning disabilities 
class, language class, class for mentally retarded, 
learning lab, special tutoring, speech therapy, in
stitutionalization or special schooling away from 
home. 

2. PSYCHOLOGICAL 
Therapy or counseling for child, counseling for 
parent or parents, either group of individual; 
family counseling. 

3. MEDICAL 
Medical referral to other physicians after the 
diagnostic work-up for problems such as vision, 
heart, etc. 



4. REEVA~UAT I OtJ 
A request that the chi Id return usually in .a year 
to CSC or be seen by another agency such as a local 
Guidance Center for a reevaluation of the current 
problem. 

5. CONTltJUE PRESENT TREATMENT 
Often a child is in a remediation program at the 
time of his initial diagnostic evaluation at CSC. 
It is possible that such a program is the treat
ment of choice and the recommenQation is to con
tinue that program. 

l 1 

In addition, the parents were asked to indicate on the Survey Form 

the continuance or noncontinuance of their child rn post-diagnostic 

treatment by listlng the specific resource. If no follow through was 

indicated it was further requested that the parents indlcate whether 

the resource was not available or state the reason for noncontinuance. 

Further, the Survey Form contained an item which asked for the 

parents• impression of the manner irr which diagnostic information about 

their child was given at CSC. Four.choices were available: (a) con-

fused, (b) too blunt, (c) specific and clearly s;tated, or (d) too 

sympathetic. 

The CSC Staffing Note in the patient's file contained the summary 

·diagnosis and. recommendations made during the staffing session of the 

patient. It was used as a reference for the diagnostic conference with 

the parents and communication with the referral source. In addition the 

Staffing Note was the criterion for assessing the 11 hearing11 by the 

patient's family of the recommendations given at the diagnostic con-

fe rence. 

Group Classification 

The criteria for inclusion in the Continuance Group w~s. that the 

patient and/or.patient 1 s f~mily (1) 11 hear11 and follow through on·all 
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CSC diagnostic recommendations or (2) "hear'' the diagnostic recommenda

tions and resources are not available~ 

Partial Continuers were those patients who (1) "hear'' and follow 

through on at least one but not all of the recommendations or (2) if no 

recommendations are followed, at least one recommendation is "heard" 

and no resources are available. 

flo.ncontinuers were defined as patients (1) who do not 11 hear11 rec

ommendations or who (2) "hear'' but do not fol low through. 

For the purpose of classification 11 hearing 11 the recommendation was 

measured by the parent's ability to recall and mark the appropri.ate rec

ommendation category on the Survey Form. A recommendation was consid

ered "heard" if a recommendi:ltion category named in the CSC Staffing Note 

in the patient's file was appropriately marked by the patient's family 

on the Survey Form. A patient was considered to have followed the rec

ommendation if he listed the resource that provided the treatment in the 

appropriate blank on the Survey Form. 

Statistical Analyses and Hypotheses 

The primary statistic employed to examine patient Continuance, Par

tial .Continuance and Noncontinuance was a stepwise linear discriminant 

function analysis. (A detailed description of the discriminant function 

analysis is found in Appendix E.) After the initial phase of the anal

ysis those variables which met certain specifications were included in 

the "best" prediction system. This was used to predict patient Contin

uance~ Partial Continuance and Noncontinuance on two-thirds of the re

turned survey sample. The remaining third of the sample was used for 

replication of the 11 best 11 predictors system and was proportionate to the 
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total survey sample over each of the four fiscal years tabulated. 

A secondary analysis was made using a stepwise linear discriminant 

function analysis to examine the differences between families who did 

and did not respond to the survey. A total of 417 subjects were in

cluded in this aspect of the study. These consisted of the 233 patients 

from the first analysis and 184 patients who received Survey Forms but 

did not return them. The 41 patient variables drawn from the CSC 

Application Form were used as predictors. (The Application Form var

iables are listed in Appendix D.) 

The following specific hypotheses were examined in the primary 

study: 

1. Of recommendations given to parents the one most likely 

not to be followed is psychological. 

2. Patients from families of higher socioeconomic status 

are more likely to follow through on recommendations. 

3. The higher the educational level of the mother the more 

likely the recommendations for the patient will be followed. 

4. Parents of patients who are over 12 years of age are less 

likely to follow recommendations. 



CHAPTER 111 

RESULTS 

The results of this study support the hypothesis that the recom

mendation most likely not to be followed is psychological. The re

maining three hypotheses are not supported. 

The results are presented separately for the four analyses employed 

to examine patient Continuance, Partial Continuance and Noncontinuance. 

Within each analysis two approaches are taken in the examination of the 

data. First there is an evaluation of hypotheses through the use of 

the F-valu~ at Step 0 of the discriminant function analysis, i.e., which. 

variables significantly differentiate the groups being comp~red. Second, 

the derived discriminant function of the variables whic~ best predict: 

patient classification is presented. Three questions are being asked 

in the data presentation. How do patients in the various groups differ, 

can any of the differences predict group membership, and how accurate 

are these prediction systems? 

A table of central tendency statistics and standard deviations of 

the 64 variables can be found in Appendix F. 

A ch.aracteri.zation of the patients and their families participati.ng 

in the study is given below through the use of central tendency statis- . 

tics. Appendix F should be consulted for specific statistics and stan

dard deviations for a more comprehensive picture of the variability both 

across and within groups. 

14 



Continuers: Patients Who Follow Clinic 

Recommendations (N=123) 

15 

1. Referral - Physician (75% of cases); Guidance Center (15%); Welfare 

(5%). All Welfare cases are fouhd in the Continuers group. 

2. Presenting Problem - Learning difficulties (72% of cases); emotion

al/behavior, speech/language and seizure disor~ers are equally dis

tributed (10-15% of cases). 

3. State - Oklahoma (98% of cases). 

4 • .f.!1t. Size - As often as not it is larger than 75,000 population. If 

not, it is equally possible the patient resides in any of the four 

less populated city groups. 

5. Sex - Male (70% of cases). 

6. Age - Eight or ten years. 

7. Number of Children..!...!!. Family - Three. 

$. Birth Order - The eldest or next to eldest. 

9. ~ - Caucasian (95% of cases). 

10. Marital Status of 11Parents 11 - Married (95% of cases). 

11. Patient Living With - Natural parents (75% of cases). Otherwise, 

it is equally possible that the patient lives with adoptive parents, 

one parent, a parent and step-parent or foster parents. If living 

with foster parents the patient is likely to have been in four pre

vious fos~er homes. 

12. Total Family Income - Either $500 to $800 or above $1000. 

13. Mother's Education - Higher education (some college or a college 

degree). 

14. Mother's Occupation - Housewife. 
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lS. Father's Education - Slightly more .than chance level, fathers have 

had higher education than have not with equal possibility it con

sists of some college, a college degree or graduate school. 

16. Father's Occupation - May or may not be given. If given it is 

likely of professional, managerial .or technical status. 

17. Presenting Problem Treated Previously - No (54% of cases). 

18. Diagnosis - Learning disabilities (67% of cases). Seizure 

disorders or border.line intelligence (15% of cases each); mental 

retardation (4%) and emotional problems (2%). 

19. Recommendations - Educational (90% of cases); psychological (10%). 

20. Manner Recommendations Conveyed - Specific and clearly stated 

(87% of cases). 

21. Recommendations "Heard" - Educational (90% of cases); psychological 

( 10%). 

Partial Continuers: Pc;itients Who Follow Through 

On Some but not all Recommendations (N=21) 

1. Referral - Physician (67% of cases); Guidance Center (30%). 

2. Presenting Problem - Learning difficulties (85% of cases); emo-

tional/behavior problems (33%); speech/language (15%). 

3. State - Oklahoma (100%). 

4. .f.!.!y_ Size - Larger than 75,000 population. 

5. Sex - Male (57% of cases). 

6. Age - Seven or ten. 

]. Number of Children in Family - Two. 

8. Birth Order - Second child. 

9. Race - Caucasian (100% of cases). 



10. Marital Status of 11 Parents 11 - Married (95% of cases}. 

11. Patient Living With - Natural parents (67% of cases}; adoptive 

parents (24%}; grandparents or a parent and stepparent (each· 

5% of cases}. 

12. Total Family Income - $300 to $800. 

13. Mother's Education - High school graduate. 

14. Mother's Occupation - It is unlikely she is employed, but if so, 

her work is clerical. 

15. Father's Education - High school graduate. 

16. Father's Occupation - Not given. 

17. Presenting Problem Treated Previously - No (62% of cases}. 
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18. Diagnosis - Learning disabilities (71% of cases}; emotionaJ prob

lems (19%}; language difficulties or borderline intelligence (each 

14%}; mental retardation (10%} and seizure disorders (5%). 

19. Recommendation~ - Educational (100% of cases}; psychological (81%}; 

reevaluation (15%} and med i ca 1 (5%}. 

20. Manner Recommendations Conveyed - Specific and clearly stated (81% 

of cases}; confused (19%). 

21. Recommendations 11 Heard11 - Educational (100% of cases}; psychologi

cal (5%}; reevaluation (none} and medical (5%). 

Noncontinuers: Patients Who Follow Through 

On No Recommendations (1~=12} 

1. Referral - Physician (75% of cases}; Guidance Center (25%). 

2. Presenting Problem - Emotion~l/behavior (42% of cases}; learning 

difficulties (33%}; seizure disorders, speech/language or develop

mental delays (each 17% of cases}. 



3. State - Oklahoma (100% of cases). 

4. City Size - As likely to be above 75,000, or between 15,500 to 

35,000, as below 4,000. 

5. Sex - Male (75% of cases). 

6. Age - Eleven years. 

7. Number of Children in Family - Three. 

8. Birth Order - Eldest or third child. 

9. ~ - Caucasian (92% of cases); Negro (8%). 

10. Marital' Status of' 11 Parents 11 - Married (100% of cases). 

IL Patient Living With - Natural parents (92% of cases); 

adoptive (8%). 

'12. Total Family Income - $300 to $800. 

13~ Mother's Education - High school degree. 

l~. Mother's Occupation - Housewife. 
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15. Father's Education - At chance level he terminated education with .. 

a high school degree. If not, it is equally possible he earned 

an M. D. or Ph. D. or did not. graduate from high .school,. 

16. Father's Occ~pation - Equally possible that it is professional or 

manual labor. 

17. Presenting Problem Treated Previously - Yes (58% of cases). 

18. Diagnosis - Learning disabilities (42% of cases); seizure disorders 

or border) ine intel.l igence (each 25% of cases); emotional problems 

or mental retardation (each 17% of cases). 

19. Recommendations - Educational (67% of cases); psychological or 

reeva 1 uat ion (each 33% of cases) ; medical ( 17%). 

20. Manner Recommendations Conveyed ~ Specific and clearly stated (50% 

of cases); confused (42%); too blunt (8%). 
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21. Recommendations ''Heard" -Educational (B% of cases); psychological 

( 17%); reeva I uat ton (noffe.); medi ca I (8%). 

Analysis I. Continuers, Partial 

Continuers, Non6ontinuers 

A multiple discriminant function analysis was employed to compare 

all subjects in all groups. Of the original 64 variables, 11 signifi-

cantly differentiated the groups and are shown in Table I under Family, 

Clinic and Communication headings to give some idea of the patterning of 

differences. Continuers, Partial Continuers and Noncontinuers do differ 

from each other in several areas of functioning. They differ in their 

presenting problems, in who they are living with and in the diagnoses 

and recommendations they receive from CSC. Further, they differ in 

whether they 11 hear11 recommendations and in their impression of the 

manner in which clinic information is given. 

TABLE I 

VARIABLES SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENTIATING CONTINUERS, 
PART I AL CONTI tWERS AND NONCOtHHJUERS 

Variable 

Family 
Presenting Problem - Emot~/Behavior 

- Learning 
- Dev. De 1 ay 

Patient Living With - Grandparents 

Clinic 
Diagnosis - Emotional/Behav. Problems 

F Value at Step 0 
df 2' 153 

3.85~: 
5. 59,io~ 
4. IO,~ 

3.3J;~ 



TABLE I (Continued) 

Variable 

C 1 in i c 
Recommendations - Educational 

- Psychological 

Commun i cation 
Recommendation 11 Heard11 - Educational 

- Reeva 1 uat ion 

Manner Conveyed - Confused 
- Specific and Clear 

*P < .as, df 2, 120; F=3.07 
**P < .01, df 2, 120; F=4. 79 

***P < .001, df 2, 120; F=7.32 

F Value at Step 0 
df 2, 153 

4.58* 
39.53*** 

67. 57~":** 
5.45** 

4.80** 
5.73** 

Three variables made up the final prediction system used in the 

classification of subjects into the group which they most resembled. 
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Knowing the clinic recommendation is psychological and that the recom-

mendation not "heard" is educational and/or psychological does accurate-

ly predict the subject's group membership. Table I I shows the F values 

of the th·ree predictors at Step 0, at the time the predictor entered 

the system, and at Step 3. Table 111 contains the F,matrix for the 

Continuers, Partial Con~inuers and lk>ncontinuers discriminant function. 

The classification of subjects into groups is shown in Table IV. In 

combination, these three variables correctly classified 90% of the 

sample or 141 of 156 subjects. 

A cross validation of this discriminant function was computed on 

an additional 77 subjects withheld from the initial analysis to test if 

these same variables would predict group classification for an 
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independent sample. Tabl.e V shows a frequency distribution of the 

probabilities of classification of the initial sample and the cross val-

idation sample. Using the three predictors 65 of 77 cross validation 

subjects or 83% were accurately classified. 

TABLE 11 

PREDICTOR VARIABLES FOR CONTINUERS, PARTIAL CONTINUERS 
AND NONCONTINUERS DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION 

Variable F Value Step 0 F Value Entered F Value Step 3 

Recommendation -
Psychological 39.53 40.70 71.68 

Recommendation :11 Hearq11 -

Educational 6.7.57 67.57 68.40 

Recommendation 11 H6ii!rd 11 -

P~ychQlogical 1.14 22.47 22.47 

df 2, 149 
p < .001, df 2, 120; F=7.32 

TABLE 111 

F MATRIX FOR CONTINUERS, PARTIAL CONTINUERS 
NONCONTINUERS DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION 

Group 

Partial Continuers 

Non cont In ue rs 

d 2' 1 9 
p < .001, df 2, 120; F=7.32 

Continue rs 

48.09 

47.35 

Partial Continuers 

43. 19 



TABLE IV 

NUMBER OF SUBJECTS CONTINUERS, PARTIAL CONTINUERS 
NONCONTINUERS CLASSIFIED INTO GROUPS 

Group Continuers Partial Nonconti nuers 
Conti nuers 

Conti nuers 114 0 9 

Partial Continue rs 5 16 0 

Non cont i nuers 0 11 
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TABLE V 

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION Of· PRO'BABHITY· OF' CLASSIFICATION 
. OF CONTI NUERS,. PART1 AL CONT'I NUERS. AN'D NON CONT I NUERS 

"' · ... .,,,. ,. ~.:···( - .~ -·""··· 

PROB: 
- - - - -. - - -- -- - - - .. --

.. , ........ · . >, .. :P.· :< ~ H . , .... . . ·· .·CROSS-VAL I DAT I ON 

-
1.00 9 1 5 2 

.99-.95 92 9 4 16 1 10 45 1 5 2 7 2 
--· 

.94-.90 

.89-.85 

.84-.80 

.79-.75 .. 

. 74-.70 

.69-.65 

.64-.60 

.59-.55 13 

.54-.50 J 6 

TOTAL 114 0 9 5 16 0 0 1 1 J 56 J 7 3 7 J 0 0 2 
N 
\Al 
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Analysis I I. Continuers vs Partial Continuers 

Of the original 64 variables the ~t~ ·~lgnfffcianfly differentiating 

the Continuers and Partial Continuers'are'presented in Table VI. In the 

area of family ihformation· .. tbe Pa·rti'<il Coht·tnlier had more presenting 

problems of· an· emotional/behavioral. natLi're and more often 1 ived with 

adoptive parents or gra·ndparents. 

TABLE VI 

VARIABLES SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENTIATING 
CONTlNUERS'AND' PARTIAL CONTINUERS 

Variable 

Family 
Presenting Problem· - Emotional/Behavior 

Patient Living With -· Adopt·ive Parents 
..... Grandparents 

Clinic 
Diagnosis - Emotional/Behav·ior Prob. 

Recommendation - Psychological 

Communication 
Recommendation· 1'1Hea'.rd1" - Reeva I ua ti on 

*P < .05, df I, 120; F=3.92 
;~*P < .01, df I,. 120; F=6.85 
;b~*P<.001, df I, l20; F=ll.40 

'.·· ·· .. · "; 

F Value at Step 0 
df I , 142 

3°93* 

4.8J;~ 
6. 06;~ 

84.89*** 

In the area of clinic information the Partial Continuer was more 

frequently diagnosed ~s having emotional/behavioral problems than the 
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Continuer. A subsequent psythoJog·ica·l ·recommendation from CSC consti-

tutes a very singu·la.r· ch'aract·e-ristic of differentiation between the 

two patient groups •. · The; Partial Cor1tinuer receives a psychological 

recommendation whereas· the Continuer does not. 

Communication· factors further differentiate the two groups. A 

recommendation for· reevalucit·ion· is less' frequently heard by the Parti:al 

'Continuer than' the Continuer .. 

Two variables· made up the· f_lna·L prediction system used in the 

classification' of subjects into" the· g·roup which they most resemb,led in 

their pattern of scores. Tab1e Vtl presents these variables and the 

F-value when entered into the prediction system. Knowing only that the 

patient is given a psychological recommendation and that the psycholog-

ical· recommendat·ion is not 11he·ard 11 by the patient's parents qoes lead 

to accurate predi ct·ion of group membership. A higher proportion of 

Continuers 11 heard11 psychological recommendations compared to Partial 

Continuers. As· can be seen in Ta~le VI I I these two variables correctly 

classified 97%· or 139 of.144 subjects. 

TABLE VI I 

FINAL PRED1CTORS IN' DISCR1MINANT FUNCTION 
OF CONTINUERS AND PARTIAL CONTINUERS 

Variable F Value Step 0 F Value Step 2 

Recommendation - Psychological 84.89 174.89 

Recommendation 11 Heard 11 -

Psychological 2.31 59.59 

df 1 ' 1 2 
p < • 001 d f I , 120; F= 11 • 40 



Group 

Continuer 

TABif .VI 11 

NUMBER OF CONT I fJUERS" AND' PARTTAt" torn I NUERS 
CLASSIFIED-INTO GROUPS AT STEP 2 

Continuer Partial Continuer 

0 

Partial Continuer 

123 

5 16 

A cross va1idation·of_thi-s d'i'st:ritriinaht'function was'computed on 
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an addit'ionaT 75 subjects w>ithheiJ·d"from the initial analysis to test if 

these same variables would predictg-roup classification for an indepen-

dent sample. Table IX shows'a frequency distri.bution of the probabi Ii-

ties of classification of the init·ial~-Continuers/Partial -Continu.ers sam-

pie.and the cross.val-idat·ion sample. Using the two predictors 71 of 75 

.or 95%ofthe subjects were· accurately classified. 

TABLE IX 

FREQUENCY D:I STRI BUTl-Oll Qf-PRO·B'ABltl TY"OF' CLASS I Fl CATI ON 
OF CONTINUERS, PARTIAL COlffllJUERS 

ORIGINAL SAMPLE CROSS VALIDATION 
PROB: ---C/~C..;...;.C~/~P~C;..;.;;...P~C~/PC----Pc-:1-c---11-----C/_C __ C_:/~P~C___,,P~C~/P-c----pc-:t~C----------------

1.00 9 

._99-.95 IOI 

.94-.90 

.89-.85 

16 

4 

6 

48 

8 

2 
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TABLE IX (COIJTltlUED) 

OR I G llJAL SAMPLE CROSS VALIDATIOI~ 
PROB: CIC C/PC PC/PC PC/C CIC ·c/PC PC/PC PC/C 

.84-.80 

.79-.75 

• 74-. 70 

.69-.65 

.64-.60 13 I 9 I 

.59-.55 

.54-.50 

TOTAL 123 0 16 5 63 I 8 3 

Analysis I I I. Continuers vs Noncontinuers 

Of the original 64 variables nine variables significantly differen-

tiated Continuers from· Noncont·inuers. These are presented in Table X. 

In the fami Jrinformation area the presenting problem of the Noncontin-

uer is more diverse than the of the Continuer. The Noncontinuer has 

fewer learning problems, more emotional/behavior difficulties and de-

velopmental delays. 

In considering: clinic: variables, it was found that the Noncontin-

uer was more often diagnosed as having emotional/behavior problems than 

the Continuer. Further, Noncontinuers were given fewer educational 

recommendations and more psychological recommendations than the Cantin-

uers. 



TABLE X 

VARtABLES SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENTIATING 
CONT I llUERS· AND NON CONT I IJUERS 

Variable 

Fam i 1 y 
Presenting Problem - Emotional/Behavior 

- Learning 
- Developmental Delay 

Clinic 
Diagnosis - Emotional/Behavior Problems 

Recommendations - Educational 
- Psychological 

Communication 
Recommendations 11 heard11 - Educational 

- Reeva 1 uat ion 

Manner Conveyed - Specific and Clear 

'"P <. .05, df 1, 120; F=3.92 
•h"p < .01, df 1, 120; F=6.85 

•'do';p < .001, df 1, 120; F=l 1.40 

F Value at Step 0 
df 1 ' 133 

s. 27•" 
8.12•b'; 
6. 41 ... 

5. 27•" 
5. 27•" 

111. 75•'do'; 
3. 98•" 

Communication variables differentiated the two groups. The fam-

ilies of the NoncontinLlers were significantly more confused by the 

clinic's interpretation of findings than Continuers. Continuers re-
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·ported that clinic information was· conveyed in a ••specific and clearly 

stated" manner. Communication problems are further evident in the 

"hearing" of recommendations. Not "hearing" educational recommendations. 

or those for reevaluation appears to be a selective communication prob-

Jem of the Noncontinuer~ as other clinic recommendations such as psycho-

logical and medical are received or 11 heard11 by the two groups at a 
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consistent· level. 

Only one variable was: needed· to· c·lassify the Continuers and Non-

con ti nuers. That va dab 1 e" and the F value when the p red i cto r was 

entered into the system is shown in Table XI. Knowing that the educa-

tionalrecommendation. is "he·ard'"'by thepar·ents of the patient is an 

accurate pred·i ctor: of group.· membe·rshi p in 125 of 135 cases or 93% 

of the samp 1 e: as se·en: in Table XI I. 

TABLE XI 

FINAL PREDICTOR IN DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION 
OF CONTINUERS AND NONCONTINUERS 

Variable F Value F at Step 1 

Recommendation "Heard" -
Educational 

df 1, 133 
p<.001, df 1, 120; F=ll.40 

111. 75 

TABLE XII 

NUMBER OF CONT I NUERS AND NONCOlff I tlUERS 
CLASSIFIED I IJTO GROUPS 

111. 75 

Group Continuer tJoncontinuer 

Continuer 114 9 

Noncontinuer 11 



A cross validation of this·p·redictorvariable was computed on an 

additional 66 subjects. · In Table Xll I is found a frequency distribu-
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·tion of the probabi1ities of c1~sslfication of the initial Continuers/ 

Noncontinuers and cross· validation samples. The cross validation 

classification was accurate in 58 of 66 or88% of the subjects. 

TABLE XI II 

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIOIJ OF PROBABILITY OF CLASSIFICATION 
OF CONT I NUERS ~ NOtJCOtJT I tJUERS 

PROB:. ORIG llJAL SAMPLE CROSS VALi DAT ION 

1.00 103 7 49 2 

.99-.95 l I 7 3 

.94-.90 

.89-.as 

.84-.80 9 3 4 

• 79-. 75 

• 74-. 70 

.69=.65 

.64-.60 

.59-.55 

.54-.so 

TOTAL 114 9 1 I 56 8 2 0 
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Analysis IV. Partial Continuers vs N6ncontlnuers 

Of the original 64 variables four significantly differentiated the 

Part i a 1 Conti nuers and Nonconti nuers. These d lfferences are presented in 

Table XIV. In the family area the presenting problems of the two groups 

significantly vary. The Partial' Cbhtinuer was more often referred for 

learning problems whereas the Noncbntinuer 1s problems were more diverse. 

TABLE XIV 

VAR I ABLES SI GtJ IF I CAtHLY DI FFEREIH I AT I NG 
PART I AL COIJT I IWERS AIW IWIJCOIJT I IWERS 

Variable 

Fami 1 y 
Presenting Problem - Learning 

Clinic 
Recommendation ~· Educational 

"" Psycho log i ca 1 

Communication 
Recommendations 11 Heard 11 - Educational 

;"p < .05$ df 1, 31; F=4. 17 
1n-~p <.OJ, df 1, 31; F=7.S6 

;H;';p < .001, df ] ~ 31; F=l3.30 

F Value at Step 0 
df 1' 31 

9. 86;'o" 
9. 09*;" 

2] 7. 001~1n'; 

In the area of clinic variables Partial Continuers were given sigi' 

nificantly more educational and psythologic~l recommendations than the 

Noncontinuer. 

The communication fa:ctorof ''hearing'' or not 11 hearing 11 educational 

recommendations appears as the singularly differentiating characteristic 
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of the two groups. ·The Partial' Continuer 11hears 11 the educational rec-

· ommendation, and though ·there a'.re significantly fewer educational rec-

ommendations made to the Noncontinuer, he does not 11hear 11 them. This is 

not in keeping with his abl'lity to· 1·1heart• other clinic recommendations 

at a level consistentwith that'of'the;'Pa'r'tial Continuer. 

Tab Jes XV and· XVI show ·the predi C:tor d iscrimi nat i ng Part i a I Con-

tinuers and Noncontinue·rs and· the classification resulting from know-

ledge of whether the educational recommendation is 11 heard' 1 by the 

parents of the patient. Thls: variab~e'accurately classified 97% or 32 

of 33 subjects. 

TABLE X\/ 

FlllAL PREDICTOR Ill DISC.RIMINANT FUNCTION 
OF PART I AL CONT llJUERS AIJD NONCOllT II JUE RS 

Variable F \/alue F at Step I 

Recommendation 11Heard 11 -

Educational 

df 1, 31 
p < .001, df 1, 31; F=l3.30 

217.00 217.00 

TABLE XVI 

NUMBER OF PARTIAL CONTINUERS AND NONCONTINUERS 
CLASSIFIED INTO GROUPS 

Group Partial Continuer lfoncont i nuer 

Partial Continuer 21 0 

Noncont i nuer 1 I 
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A cro·ss validation of this predictor variable was computed on an 

additional· 13 subjects withheld from the initial analysis to test if 

this same variable· would predict group classification for an independent 

··sample·. There was.ac:curate cross validation classification of 92% or 

12 of' 1:3 subjects. In Table XVU is found a frequency distr,ibution of 

·the probabilit·ies of .classification of .the Initial Partial Continuers/ 

lfoncontinuers sample and the cross validation sample. 

TABLE XV 11 

FREQUEllCY DISTRIBUTIOIJ OF PROBABILITY OF CLASSIFICATIOIJ 
OF PARTIAL COlfflNUERS, NOtJCOllTINUERS 

OR I GI NAL SAMPLE .. . . 
CROSS VALi DAT I ON 

PROB: PC/PC PC/IJC ... NC/NC .. NC/PC .. PC/PC PC/NC NC/l~C 

1.00 21 1 1 1 10 1 2 

.99-.95 

.94-.90 

.89-.85 

.a4~.8o 

.79-.75 

.74-.70 

.69-.65 

.64-.60 

.59-.55 

.54=.50 

TOTAL 21 0 11 1 10 l 2 

NC/PC 

0 



TABLE XVI 11 

FltJAL PREDICTORS ltJ CONTllJUERS, PARTIAL CONTltJUERS AND NONCOlffltWERS ANALYSES 

Al I Three 

Recommendation -
Psychological 

Recommendation 11 Heard11 -

Educational 

Reconrnendat ion 11 Heard 11 -

Psychological 

Continuers7 
Partial Continuers 

Recommendation -
Psychological 

Recommendation 11 Heard11 -

Psychological 

Cont rn-ue rs7 
Non cont i nuers 

Recommendation 11 Heard11 -

Educational 

TABLE XIX 

Partial C6ntTnu-e-rs/ 
Noncont i nuers 

Recommendation 11 Hea rd 11 -

Educational 

CORRECT GROUP CLASSIFICATION OF SUBJECTS IN CONTINUERS, 
PARTIAL CONTINUERS AND NONCONTINUERS ANALYSES 

Continuers/ Continuers/ Partial Continuers/ 
SAMPLE Al I Three Partial Continuers Noncontinuers Noncontinuers 

Initial 90% 97% 93% 97% 

Cross Validation 83% 95% 88% 92% 

""' .i:-
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The three final· pred[¢tors ar~ presented in Table XVI I I as they 

appear in the All~Three analysis and the three paired group analyses to 

differentiate Cont[nuers, Partial Continuers and tfoncontinuers. Table 

XIX contains the proportion of accu.r.acy with which subjects are correct

ly classified into· group membership in the four initial analyses and the 

four cross validation analyses. All three predictors pertain to clinic 

recommendations for treatment. One involves content (psychological). 

The other two predictors pertain to communication aspects of educational 

and/or psychological recommendations. The data in these tables support 

the importance of combining these three variables in accurately differ

entiating subjects along continuance, partial continuance and noncon

tinuance dimensions.· Further, a particular patterning is revealed as 

these predictors emerge within the paired group analyses to classify 

subjects with even· increased accuracy. 

Analysis·v·. Responders vs Nonresponders 

Of the 44 variables· under consideration, nine significantly differ

entiated the Responders and Nonresponders and are shown in Table XX. 

The families of patients· who return survey forms and those who do not 

differed in their referral sources and their presenting problems. Re

sponders were more frequently referred by physicians, while Nonresponders 

less often used a major referral source such as a physician, Guidance 

Center or Welfare. The Nonresponder 1 s presenting problems were less 

diverse, more often involved learning difficulties. Further, the person 

·or persons with whom· the patient lived and the number of foster homes 

were significant variables between the groups. Fewer Nonresponders 

lived in foster homes and more often lived with grandparents than 



Responders. Additionally, the groups differed on the amount of educa-

tion of the parents and the total family income. The education of the 

parents and· the total family income in the Responders group was signi-

ficantly higher than that of the tJonresponders. 

TABLE XX 

VARIABLES SIGtJIFICAIJTLY DIFFEREtJTIATltJG 
RESPOtJDERS AtJD tJOtJRESPOtJDERS 

Variable 

Family 
Referral Source - Physicians 

- Other 

Presenting Problem - Learning 

Patient Living With - Grandparents 
- Foster Parents 

Number of Foster Homes 

Mother 1s Education 

Father's Education 

Total Family Income 

•'(p < .05 df 1, 200; F=3.89 
•'<>l:p<.01df1, 200; F=6.76 

***p < .001 df lj 415; F=ll.00 

F Value at Step 0 
df 1, 415 

4. Bo•~ 
5 0 20•': 

4.13~: 

5. 58•': 
8. 44~~-~ 

Two variables made up the final prediction system. Knowing the 

number of foster home placements of a patient and the education of the 

mother is shown in Tables XXI and XXI I to have some qualification on 

group membership. Using these two predictors 266 of 417 or 64% of the 
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samp]e was accurate1y cl~ssified, indicating limited improvement over 

chance p1acement. It is noted in Table XXI I that the two variables more 

accurately c~assify Nonresponders rnto group membership than Responders. 

TABLE XXI 

FlrJAL PREDICTORS Ill DISCRIMllJAIJT FUIJCTION 
OF RESPOlmERS AIJD IJOIJRESPOIJDERS 

Vari ab le 

Mother's Education 

IJumber of Foster Homes 

p < ~001 df 1, 415; F=ll.00 

.FValue 

30.60 

24.89 

TABLE XX I I 

F at Step 2 
df l ' 413 

25.98 

30.34 

NUMBER OF RESPONDERS AND NONRESPONDERS 

Group 

Responder 

lfon res ponder 

CLASSIFIED INTO GROUPS 1 . 

Responder 

130 

48 

!Jon responder 

103 

136 



CHAPTER IV 

DISCUSSIOll 

Through the use of cost accounting methods the vaJue of spending 

20 hours -of professionaJ ttme per chtJd in diagnostic evaJucition can be 

questioned· if' the· pa~rents. of the pat:i.ent do not foJ Jow through on the 

recommendations for· t·reatment that resuJt from the diagnosis. One of 

the most· important··contdbutions of this study is to shift the focus 

of· investigation of· continuance factors from the demographic character-. 

istics of·the:patient·to'the commur:iication processing of-c]inic recom-. 

mendations~ ·This ·redirects attention from patient attributes, which. 

have previously· heJd· the· interest of many investigators of continu.ance 

factors,- to variabJes· that pertain to the communication process between 

profess i ona J · and· pa·ren ts. 

This study isoJatetl· specific variables significantly related to 

patient· foJ Jbw· through'.· ·These have. to do with (1) the content of the 

parti cu] ar recommendation made for treatment and (2) the effectiveness 

of the· communication process within the diagnostic conference. These 

two variabJes appear to be· interdependent. According to content a spe-

cific cJinic recommendation may or may not be 11 heard 11 • Within a singJe 

diagnostic conference some· recommendations are ·11 heard and fol Jowed 11 , 

some are 11 heard andnot·fo·llowed11 , while others are 11 not h~ard11 and 
. ; i 

subsequent·ly 11 not· followed''· This points to either the selectivity of 

the patient's parents for receiving and folJowing certain recommendations 

38 



or to the manner in whtch specific recommendations are conveyed by 

staff .members. 
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The results of this study supported the importance that Marshall 

and Goldstein (1971) have placed on communication processing between 

professional and parents within the. di.agnostic conference as a factor 

affecting continuance. Additiona1l¥, this study showed that communica

tion within a given dtagnosttc conference may be selective according to 

the specific content of a recommendation. 

Discussion: of this communication process is addressed to the par

ticular patterning of the three significant clinic variables that 

emerged in this· study to classify the Continuers, Partial Continuers, 

and Noncontinuers into groups. Additionally, the particular character

istics of these groups in respect to the three clinic variables that 

differentiated gr.oup membership are considered. The variables which 

differentiated among the three continuance groups were (I) Clinic 

Recommendation-Psychological, (2) Recommendation 11 Heard11-Psychological 

and (3) Recommendation 11 Heard11 -Educational. 

Members in the Contihuers group 11 hear11 and· follow recommendations 

at a level· consistent with those given by the clinic. These recommen

dations are primarily educational. There appears to be an overriding 

consistency in the Contihuers group as to the problem most frequently 

presented, diagnosed· a·nd type of clinic recommendation given. The 

child ls referred· for learning problems, diagnosed as having a learning 

disability and the clinic recommendation is educational. Continuers 

view the information given about their child as specific and clearly 

stated. When Jess frequent clinic recommendations are given, such as. 

medical, psychological or for reevaluation, they are fol lowed. The 
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Continuers group compdzes 79% of the total subject sample. 

The recommendations· of· the Partial Continuers are usually two-fold, 

educationaLand· psychoclogical. They are given educational recommenda-

tions at a leve·1· consiste_nt with thos.e given-Continuers. However, they 
'1 

receive· significantly' more psychol9gical recommendations than either the 

Continuer· or Noncon:ttnoe:r, but do not 11 hear11 them~ The Partial Cont in~ 

uer is prjmari·Jy: referred for learning problems, but frequently there 

are other problems as we.lL The Partial Continuer has significantly 

more presenting.problems of an emotional/behavioral disposition in re-

spect to presenting problem, diagnosis and clinic recommendation for 

psychological tre'atmen:t. This may be because the Partial Continuer 
l ·.' :, 

seems to have a· history. of a somewhat less intact family or home than 

the Continuer or Noncont·inuer. Learning problems of the Partial Con-

tinuer aremore·dtverse·ly d"iagnosed than those in the Continuers group 

and include Borderline LQ. and mental retardation along with learning 

· disabilitie-s.· Speech/language problems are a· possibility as well as 

·seizure disorders~ While four of five families report the clinic infor-

mation _about· their child was conveyed in a clear and specifically stated 

manner, educationa:l· and medical recommendations are 11 heard11 and fol lowed 

wh'lle· psycholocgical· and· reevaluation recommendations are not. The 

Partia·l· Continuers· group: constitutes 13% of the total subject sample. 

· Parents· of Partia·l'Continuers appear to have difficulty processing 
• 

· a·.multi-treatment· recocrmendat'ion. Perhaps the family focuses on the 

educationa·J· or- med·ica·l~ recommendation because it is offered first. 

Qu'ite remarkab:ly, even·parents who list concern for their child's emo-

t1onal/behaviora1· difficulties in the referrel, do not.hear the recom-

mendation for psycho·logical · tre~tment~ Poss lbly the attitude of the 
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professional: may differ .. in respect to giving a psychological vs. an 

educational· recommendation. In any case, th_e· difficulty of the fami 1 ies 

of. thePartia·LContinuersto process the information offered in the 

diagnostic conference.suggests a need by the clinic professionals to 

focus more attent·i on: oo· communication processing as the number of rec

ommendations: increase· anti· as· the economic,· educational and stabi 1 ity 

level of the famlly goes down. 

The·Noncontinuer·,·wh·ilehe is given.fewer educational recommenda

tions than the Continuer and Partial· Continuer,· does not 11 hear11 them. 

Further, the· Noncont·inuer,- 1 i~e the Continuer, is given fewer psycho

lo<Ji cal recommendat·ions· than the Partial Continuer. Unlike the Con

tinuer who· 11hears 11 • the· psychological recommendation and follows in 

psychologica·l· treatment·,- or· the· Partial Continuer who does not ... hear11 

the psycho·lo~gtca·L recommendation,. the Noncontinuer may or may not 11 hear11 

the psychofog·ica·J·recommendation. In either casf!, the Noncontinuer 

does not· foHow· through· fo· psycho I og i ca 1 treatment. 

There is· a· distribution of presenting problems in the Noncontin

uers group· ranging from· emotional/behavioral and learning to seizure 

disorders,- speech/"language· problems or· developmental delays. Referrals 

of developmenta'.l· de-lays· are· si~niflcantly higher in the Noncontinuers 

group than the Continuers and Partial Continuers groups. Learning prob

lems of the Noncontinuer·as with the Partial Continuer are diversely 

diagnosed· and· include· learning disabil1ties, borderline intelligence 

and mental· retardat·ion~ ···The Non continuer, 1 i ke the Part i a 1 Continuer, 

has significantly· more d'iagnoses of emotional problems than the Con

tinuer~ ·Although iearning· problems are not the primary referral con

cern of the· Noncontlnuer·as with the Continuer and Partial Continuer, 
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two-thirds of the Noncontinuers receive educational recommendations. 

Another one~thtrd of the Noncontinuers receive recommendations for re

evaluation and neither.the educational or reeval~atron recommendation is. 

11 heard11 • Further, one•third of the Noncontinuers.group are given 

recommendations for medical ·treatment. These may or may not .be 11 heard11 

by the pare·nts but, in any case, are not fol lowed. The Noncontinuers 

group constitutes 8% of the total subject sample. 

The family of .the Noncontinuer suggests that the reason for their 

not following recommendations is they are confused by the clinic infer-. 

matiqn. That is, as· the problem becomes multifaceted (two or.more rec

ommendations) continuance is unlikely to occur. Families of Noncontin

uers who are not confused may be.unwilling, since their child has usual

ly been seen before~ to ~ccept confirmatton of a previous diagnosis. A 

possibility for the professional parent not following through is that 

there may be a re:luctance to betng classified as a family requiring in-. 

tervention and· treatment. 

In summary, the inclusion in this study of variables that pertain 

to the patient,· clinic and diagnostic consultation process has provided 

an opportunity to examine· a broad range of continuance factors. Through 

such an app·roach. the 11weak 1 ink11 in the de 1 ivery of hea 1th services 

in terms of patient follow through becomes more clearly defined.· It is 

disclosed that.whether· patients follow treatment recommendations is 

directly affected by -(1) the effectiveness of communication between pro

fessional and parent within the diagnostic conf~rence and (2) the par

ticular content of the treatment recommendation. Knowing this, what 

are the implications for the clinic? 

Certain recommendations are high dsk for effective communication 
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processing between professional and parent~ directly affect patient 

follow through, and· deserve more consideration by the professional. 

Awareness of· the particular type of communtcation difficulty experienced 

by the Partial: Continuer or ,Noncontinuer within the diagnostic confer

ence makes it possibler for professionals to be sensitive to and increase 

their skill in making· educational and psychological recommendations. 

The findings of this investigation have resulted in the CSC 

implementing· specific procedures to improve the communication between 

professional and patient. For example, a copy of the CSC staff note~ 

~11hich includes a summary of the diagnostic findings and recommendations. 

for the patient is now given to the family at the interpretation con

ference. It· contains a statement by each staff member who has had con

tact with the patient· and is worded in layman's terms. This requires 

that each staff:memberdevelap a concise, clear communicative style. 

It further provtdes an· opportunity, though in written form, for closure 

of the individual· staff' member's contact with the family. 

The· staffing· note provides a reference both for the clinic and 

family~ in the·eventcof' subsequent clinic contact by the patient. The 

family may be asked to· return. in a month~ with the staffing note and 

questions whi~h may hav~ arisen. Thus, the staff note.becomes the basis 

for further discussion of" the results of their child's evaluation and 

the recommendations. A"l'l families are asked to contact the clinic when 

treatment arrangements have been completed, so the information can be 

entered in their child's clinic record. 

In addition, the· diagnostic conference is now more goal oriented-

toward effective communication--than concerned with maintaining estab-

1 ished clinic routine. A more flexible approach is employed in 
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determinin.g which·profes:siona·l·or~professiona·ls are best qualified to 

inte·rpret: the: diagnostic·. findings· to a particular pati.ent. A medical 

doctor: must lnterpre:t:med·ieaJ· find:ings, but should these be unremarkable, 

the· phys·i c i an'. ne·etl·'.not' be' .pr.esent. Of.ten the psycho 1 og is t, who us ua 11 y 

has spent· the most:.time' w'ith· the child, is in the best position to help 

the famH y. deve I op· an· acc.ul::ate· app.r;a isa l of their chi 1 d th rough the in

teTpretati on: of:. test··resu'lts. When· it' is anticipated that a family may 

have· d-ifflcu-Jty'. procesidtig clinic findings, the staff member most tuned 

to· the· famUy·,- usually the· social worker who has taken· the family history, 

is selected· to· part·~cipate· in· the interpretation conference. In addi

tion, when· an· advocate: of· the patient, such as· a welfare case worker or 

schoo·]· counsel or, :·has· been· instrumenta I in seeking the evaluation for 

the chiid,.that-person~ is .invited to attend the diagnostic conference 

along with the· fam11y~ lh thts way the clinic attempts to maximally 

insure the· communication of diagnostic findings to the family and 

non-clinic professionals· who may become critical to whether treatment 

recommendations· are· imp·lemented. 

It· ts also felt~at'. CSC that the child shares equally with the 

parents·.in·the·dght·to'.be·given an· interpretation of the results of 

his cHni.c: eval.uation~· ··When· not', included in the parent interpretation 

conference·, an· add'ltiona~1- conference is scheduled for the patient, usual

ly with the· psycholo:gist:wHh whom he has had most contact. 

Evidence· of· the· interest in the CSC staff to imp rove interpersonal 

communication· is· demonstrated' by· the first annual two-day in-staff work

shop having· as· "its· theme· 11effective .communication11 • Such training offers 

not only an opportunJ-:ty· to· become more effective in comm1,micat;ion a.t an 

individual level,- but a·} so more.selective about· profession~! styles ,of 
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transm"itting'.·information~.:·· For exampl-e, .the foe-us of the psycholo~i!?t in 

the· diagnost·ic· conferer.n::e<·ts· as: much: on the affect of the family members 

receiving the tnformQUon· as on its·.:content. 

The· emphasis: on--deve·loping· improved communication processing within 

CSC between professional' and patient has generated an openness and in

quisitiveness to new ideas in this area. The benefit of having parents 

of patients· attend'. the: staffing· of their child and participate, not only 

f-irst' hand· in: the: contr:·ibt.Jtfon of· information gathering, but.also in 

helpfog· to: draw: conc-lusions and select from treatment alternatives. is 

present·ly befog considered. 
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APPENDIX A 

CH·I LD: STUDY CE"N1ER' PROGRAM' DESCRIPTION 

App.rox.ima:tely: 200~ new~ patients· a' year·: are· seen· at'Chi ld Study Center, 

an ou.tpat:i ent: c:H n·i C'.' of: Ch.i'l dren 1 s Hosp i ta 1 , University of Ok 1. ahoma 

Hea:lth: Sciences: Center~:'. Each' vi~it· for diagnostic-evaluation purposes 

averages. It: hours·: of~ dJrett· patient· contact' by a· profess tonal. An 

average. of· 4· visits: a.re·. reqo"irect· for· comp·letion: of evaluation and then 

interpretation: of: resu'lts to the· fani i Ii es~ , In addition to the direct 

professional-patient· conti;ict, 8-10 professional people are in attend-

ance at an hour-long: staffing session regarding a single .. patient. Non

patient contect· fo·l low""up· activity by professionals such as preparing 

reports~ phone caJ1s: to: referrai sources and locating available re

sour·ces· requires: a: m'inimum· of· 3 to 4 hours per patient. Summarizing 

professiona:J· t·ime:, on: the: BO%· of approximately 200 new patients each 

year:. who: require: a·. d·iagnost·ic evaluation at Chi Id Study Center, there 

are from-.17-20:professiona·1:hours sp·ent·per patient on direct contact 

and non-.direct: but: pat.:ient!"relate·d· activity. The' remaining 20%. of new 

patients represent: young: children with mainly developmental delay and/or 

seizure: prob:l ems and- do: not: require to ta 1 s taff .. part i c i pat ion. 

The Child Study· Center· serves an extensive area which in general 

corr,sponds to· the: geograpfric· boundaries of the state, though some few 

out of state· residents· constitute the patient load. At the present time 

ChHd· Study· Center is: not· ·located within the ,physical confines. of 
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Children's. Hospital· proper but· the clinic does continue the traditional 

hospital. commitment: to teaching· and research. Further, patients to the 

clinic often· look to: it: as a. place of last resort, where the ultimate 

diagnosis of: the.obscure: disorder is made~ an attitude typical of the 

patient referred to.any urban: pediatric hospital. Referrals come from 

Children's Hospltal~:private:physlcians, the State Guidance Centers, the 

State Welfare:Department·and:the courts. Presenting problems in general 

include developmental· delays·. learning~ language~ emotional or behavior 

difficulties, mental retardation and seizure disorders. All of these 

have been tentatively diagnosed by the referral source. There is an 

average 5 month waiting period for the patient. 

At the time of the study· Child Study Center staff included pro~ 

fessionals serving the diagnostic evaluation facility and those involved 

with the preschooJ:developmental· nursery program. The staff members in 

direct and non~direct· contact· with the patient seen for diagnostic-eval

uation purposes included a petliatric neurologist who also served as 

director; a pediatrician;. a: consulting psychiatrist; 3 psychologists, 

one of whom served in a doctoral inte~nship capacity with the medical 

center; a social worker;: a speech pathologist; 2 prescriptive tutors; 

and various medical residents and 3rd year medical students from the 

OU Health Sciences Center:who served on rotation at the clinic. The 

prescriptive tutors design· individual remedial programs for the learning 

disabled child, wnrk closely.with the public schools and provide a prac

ticum experience to university students in the area specializing in a 

learning disabilities. teacher certification. 

An at tempt was made· in this investigation to ho 1 d many of the 

diagnostic consultation process variables constant. The present 
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director served. in. this~capacity. throughout' the time period covered by 

the study.· Though: t:h:e:: program has shown expansion over the four years 

there has been· a· consistent: use of the multidisciplinary or comprehen

sive. approach. to. the~ diagnostic: evaluation· process·. Behavior check-

1 is ts: or a·. report. from~ a·: ch.i'ld 1s teacher, EEG 1 s and skull films when 

ordered and:prev.ious.findings from other agencies were obtained prior 

to the. staffing o~a patient. The interpretation of the diagnostic 

findings throughout this: period was primarily given by the director. 

Her manner is straightforward· and concise. Prime consideration is given 

to planning for the child· Jn terms of concrete steps that can be taken 

to deal with .the: diagnosed problem. Both parents are strongly encour

aged to attend· the sing1e·diagnostic consultation conference at Child 

Study Center. However~ the family has an opportunity through the re~ 

ferral source: for: additional exposure to the diagnostic findings and 

recommendations·. These· are· reported· to the referral source by letter 

and often prior·. to. th'is·by·phone.· It is the orientation of Child Study 

Center to assume management· of· the patient to the extent of exhausting 

all possible.efforts to: find· help for the child with a diagnosed prob= 

lem. Within· the urban area· this· ls done by direct contact of available 

resources •. for the child in the remote area the help of the referring 

source is en 1 is ted. 



APPENDIX B 

CHILD STUDY CENTER APPLICATION FORM 

CHILD STUDY CENTER 
DEPARTMENT OF PEDIATRICS 

CHILDREN'S· MEMORIAL HOSPITAL 
and 

UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA MEDICAL CENTER 

601 N.E. 18th - Oklahoma City 
JAli-4449 

Name of Child: Sex: Birthdate: ------------- --- -----

County: State: Zip Code: ------- ------~----- ---------
Phone No: Birthplace: Religion: -------------- ----------- -------------
Race: White_Negro_Oriental · Am. Indian· Other _________ _ 

Who referred you to this clinit7 -------------------------------
Name of Person completinq this form: ---------------------------
Relationship to patient: 

-----~---------------------------~ 

PARENTS: 

Child is living with: Natural Parents One parent alone 
Adoptive Parents Other 
Parent & Step-parent--- -------

Status of Parents: Married~Separated_Divorced Widowed Unmarried 

Total Family Income per month (Check one) Less than $300 $800 - $1000 
$300 - $500 -
$500 - $800 Over $100~ 

FATHER 

Name: Birthplace: 
-------~--~--------- -------------
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Highest grade completed in school:· 
--------------------------------~ 

Occupation and place of employment:_~~-~~~~--~~-------------

Birthdate: 

MOTHER 

Name: Birthplace: 
--------(~M~a~i~d~e-n~)----------~---- --------------------

Highest grade completed in school!· 
------------------------------~---

Occupation and place of employment: ----------------------------------
Birthdate: 

If living with Step-parent fill out the following: 

Name of Step-parent: ------------------------------------------------
Occupation and place of employment: 

------------------~--------------
SCHOOL HI STORY: 

Name of Present School Grade Principal 
--------~---- -------- ----------

Address City State 
----------~-------------- -------------- -----------

PAST PHYSICIANS (List from child's present physician backward) 

ffome Off i te ·Address · Geheral or special problem care 

Hospitalizations (List all hospitals and clinics where the patient has 
been seen. Start with hospital where the patient was 
born.) 

Name Address Date Problem leading to admission 



Other Professionals who have seen the' patient 

Name Address Nature of problem 

1. What do: you· thfok is'.yoUr'. chi·ld 1s· main problem? (Use reverse side 
for ex..tra· space.) 

2. Pregnanq~ H:istory: . 

Ao Your~ tota:L numbe..r: of• pregnancies. 

B·. · How: many· l·bri n g· chi 1 d ren? 

c •. Wha.t·~ number: pregnancy: was: this ;chi 1 d? 

· D. How: much: we·i ght". d·i d: you· gain with· this· pregnancy? 

E. · W-ith: t+ris: pregnancy·.d-id you (please check yes or no) YES NO 

Swe 11 

Have: b 1 ood: pressure~ p·rob 1 ems 

Have'. an·(. kidney' prob 1 ems 

Hav~any: infection 

Ha.ve any: exposure: to:-'it1fect·ious· diseases, 
especiaHy: rashes 

Have: b·1eed·ing·,· spott"in9· or .cramping 

Ha.ve: any· injuries: · 

F. What: med·i-:cines~ were-· you:.on during this pregnancy (1 ist). 

G. Was the pregnancy· fu-11 term? 
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3. Labor. and .. Delivery: 

A. ·How: ·long: was· tota'.l:. labor? 

· B.: .· D·i d .. you:.:ret:e:ive: 11shbts'''· o·r 11hypos 11 · dud ng 1 abor? 
·. lf·.so·,:.do: yoo·know:what? 

C.· What sort: of: anesthesia· d·id you have? 

D .• ;. Was: the: baby:.head' first? 

'. E:.. We·re· forceps· used? 

F. ·Did: the: baby start· breathing· on its own, or did it have to 
· be started? 

· G:. ·: What:.was ... the· b:i rth: weight? 

4. Newborn:·Period~ (Nursery· and first month of 1 i fe). 

A.· Did: the· baby· have; to· have oxygen? 

B. · Did· the: baby:. get: ye 11 ow? 

C. Were: there: any: feed fog· or s·l eep i ng prob I ems? 

D. ·Colic? 

· E. . Was the baby: cudd;I y: or: was· it ha rd to ho 1 d? 

5. De~re 1 opmen t : 

A. Did the: baby: suck'. its· thumb? If· yes, which one? 

B. Age·walked7 

C. ·Age. talked? 

D. Any difficulty rid:ing· trJke or bike? 

E.; . Any: di ff i cu lty' catching or throwing a ba 117 

F. · Has tM s chi 1 d· ever' been considered c 1 umsy? 

G. Age dressed self? 

H. · Age tied shoes? 

I. How: does child get: along_ with chi'ldren his own age? 

J. Is attention span good? ·. 
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6. Illnesses: 

Has chi Id had: 

7-day measles 

3-day measles 

Mumps 

Chicken pox 

Whooping:cough 

Any allergies 

Ever in hospital 
(if yes, for what?) 

Serious injuries 

Hard blows about head 

Surgery 
(if yes~ what?) 

Convulsions 

7. Immunizations: 

YES NO 

Has child had following immunizations? 

DPT 

Po 1 Io 

Measles 

Sma 11 pox 

German measles 

Mumps 

Others 

Was there any serious reaction from any of these» especially high 
fever or convulsions? 
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8. Fam i 1 y h i s to ry : 

On either side o~natural father or natural mother's side of family, 
or immediate:. fam·i ty·,: is the re: 

A. Similar proble~ 

B. Mental retardation 

C. Cerebral palsy 

D •. Muscle problems. such" as. dystrophy· 

· E. . Eye: prob·] ems :that: run: in fam i 1 y 

· F. Btrth·defects · 

G. ·Epilepsy 

· H. Are: father: and· .mother of 
chi 1 d re lated· by b 1 ood 

YES NO 



APPElml X C 

SURVEY LETTER AND FORM 

The. University of Ok lahama He.al th Sciences Center 
Department of Pedia.tr.i.cs - Children's Memorial Hospital 
Post Office·Box 26901 Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73190 

January 3, 1974 

Dear Parent: 

The staff at Child Study Center is interested in continually 
improving our services to children_and their families. We are 
dependent upon former patients for a.ss.tstance in this by giving 
us in format ion as to the degree of benefit received from contact 
with the Study Center. As the family of a child seen here, your 
cooperation in completing the brief questionnaire enclosed in 
this letter wnl'behelpfu.1.tn o.ur e.valuation of our.services. 
While many of you have ha.d.multip.la.or continual contact with us, 
the questions involved in this evaluation concern only what you 
were told following the initial evaluation of your child at 
Chi Id Study Center. As you wJJLno_te, the;re is opportunity 
given on the evaluation fo.rm for any comments, positive or neg
ative, which you feel our staff should be aware of to improve 
services. 

I will appreciate your co.o.p.e.ration in. completing the evaluation 
form. If you should have q.ue.s.tions concerning this correspon
dence~ please call either Freda Jones or Dr. Carol Letchworth 
at (405) 524-4449. 

Ellidee D. Thomas~ M.D. 
Pediatric N~urologist 
Dlrector,.Chfld Study Centet 

EDT/cs 

Enclosure 
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CHHD~ SiUDY' CENTER'. QUEST! ONNAI RE 

Name of Fo:rme:r~ Pat·t ent' · · Bi rthda te 
~-------------~ ---------

Name of pe.rson answering th ts· questiortnai re_"-------------
The first time my child· was: seen at Child Sxuoy Center for evaluation, 
recommenda .. tions· were for (check al 1 .categori.es that apply): 

1. EDUCATIONAL 
-(This recommendation includes special classroom placement, learning 

disabi 1 ities class·, langua·ge clas.s, class for menta11y retarded, 
learning· lab, special tutoring, speech therapy, inst.ltutionalization 
or special schooling away from home~) 

If you check EDUCATIONAL, answer the following: 

Recommendation followed. 

2. PSYCHOLOGICAL 

Recommendation not followed. 
-(If you check this; answer one 

below.) 

Resources not available 
Other reasons (specify): 

-(This recommendation. inc 1 udes therapy of counse 1 i ng. for you ch 11 d, 
counseling for one or'. both· parents, el the~ group or Individual 
or family counseling.)· 

If you check PSYCHOLOGICAL, answer the following: 

Recommendat I on fo 11 owed. · · . Recommendation not fo 11 owed. 
- -(If you check this, answer one below) 

(Agency) 

3. MEDICAL 

··'. .. ·Resources not aval table • 
. . ~t~er. rea~ons (specify): 

-(This recommendation Includes medical referrals to other physicians 
following the Child Study Center evaluation for problems such as 
vision, heart problems, etc.) 

Recommendation followed. Recommendation not followed. 
~(If you check this, answer.one below) 

(Physician) · · · Physician not available. 
· ~Other reasons (spec I fy): 
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o 4. REEVALUATION 
- (This recommendation pertains to. a request that your child returnp 

usually in a year, to Child. St1J.cb/.:.C.e.rtter a.r. be seen by another agen
cy such as a local Guidance Center for a reevaluation of the current 
problem). 

Recommendation followed.· 

(Agency) 

Re.commendation not fo 11 owed. 
--(If you check thisp answer one below) 

· : . .. Resources not ava i 1ab1 e. 
-Other -reasons (specify): . . ' . . . 

5. CONTINUE PRESENT TREATMENT 
- (Often a child is in a remediation program at 

diagnostic evaluation at Child Study Center. 
such a program is the treatment of choice and 
to continue that program). 

the time of his first 
It is possible that 
the recommendation is 

Treatment continued. Treatment not continued. 
(Specify reason): 

(Agency) 

The manner in which the diagnostic information about my child was given 
to me was (check one of the following): 

Confused 

Too blunt. 

_Specific and clearly stated • 

..:__Too sympathetic. 

Comments about your satisfaction or dissatisfaction with the evaluation 
process at Child Study Center are appreciated. 



APPENDIX D 

VARIABLES IN CONTINUERS, PARTIAL CONTINUERS 
AND NOtJCONTHJUERS- AtlALVSES 

Application.Form 

l . 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
11 • 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 

City size 
State 
Physician 
Guidance Center 
Department of Institutions, Social 

37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
41. 

Father's Occupation 
Total Income 
No 
Yes 
Unknown 

and Rehabilitative Services 
Other · ·csc·staffing·Note 
Emotional/Behavior 
Seizure 
Speech/Language 
Learning 
Developmental Delay 
Other 
Age 
Number of Children in Family 
Number Pregnancies 
Number Living Children in Family 
Ordinal Position 
Sex 
Caucasian · 
Negro 
Other 
Married 
Separated 
Divorced 
Widowed 
Unknown 
Natural Parents 
Adoptive Parents· 
Parent & Step parent 
One Parent 
Foster Parents 
Grandparents 
Number Foster Homes 
Mother's Education 
Mother's Occupation 
Father's Education 
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42. 
43. 
44. 
45.· 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
so. 
51. 
52. 
53. 
54. 
ss·. 

Learning Disability 
Mental Retardation 
Seizure Problem 
Border! i ne IQ 
Emotional/Behavior 
Language Problem 
Developmental Delay 
Within Normal Limits 
Other 
Educational 
Psychological 
Medical 
Reevaluation 
Continue Present Treatment 

·survey·FOrm 

56. Educational 
57. Psychological 
58. Medical 
59. Reevaluation 
60. Continue Present Treatment 
61. Confused 
62. B 1 unt 
63. Specific and Clearly Stated 
64. Too Sympathetic 



APPENDIX E 

STAnSTICAL ANALYSES 

The statis.tica.1· analyses :employed (Wei·ner and Weiner, 1974) in the 

primary investigation'of thi.s s.tudy provi.ded a ~iscriminant function for 

each group.(Continuers, Partial Continuers and Noncontfnuer,s) based on 

a weighting system of the: 64· patient variables which maximized the var

iance between groups while minimizing the variance within groups. A 

discriminant function· is si.milar to a regression equation; just as the 

regression equation predicts a point along some continuum of criterion 

measurement, the discriminant function aho predicts some point. How

ever, the analysis provides· a critical. value along this continu.um 

which determines the g·roup· into which an individual is assigned. 

The advantages of such· an alaysis were that it could consider all 

64 variables together. and .take into account the correlation among the 

·variables. In this· analysis, membership in one of the three groups 

was.assigned from the 64 patient variables. Each S was statistically 

classified .into the group .. to which he was most· similar. In addition, 

the probabilities that· he· was in that group and in the other two groups 

were also given, with .the sum of-these probabilities equal to 1.00. 

Therefore, one not only knew the predicted group for each patient but 

also the probability he would be in each of the three groups. 

The discriminant function analysis was computed for all three 

groups together and for the three possible·pairs of groups. The data 
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consisted of a .set .. of observations fo.r· each S in the_three groups (Ss 

were classifled'. as. Cont:inuers, Partial Continuers or Noncontinuers). 

For each S the .. data were· the 64 patient variables coinprized of actual 

scores •. A .totaLo.f'. 4Litems. were drawn .from the Child Study Center 

App·t-i cation Fo:rm·,: ·Hr we·re· from the Survey Form, and 9 were from the 

Staffing Note. 
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The. results of: .tfris· ana·lys'is: were used to assess (1) differences 

among the mean vectors for the three groupsp (2) the order of importance 

of the variables in classifyi.ng subjects, and (3) the proportion of Ss 

who.were statistically classified into the same group as their classifi= 

cation by survey. measurement. 

Additionally, a: discrim·inant function analysis was computed for the 

Responders and Nonresponders groups. In this analysis, membership i~ 

one of the two __ groups .. was· assigned from the 41 variables on the Appl ica

tion Form. Each S was-statistically classified into the· group to whi.ch 

he was most simi la·r.· Jn addition, the probabi 1 ities that he was in that 

group or .. the. other. gr.oup:wer~· also given, with the sum of these proba~ 

bi l ities ,equal to 1:.00·.-.· The· results of this analysis were used to 

ass~ss the differences .between fami lies :who did and did not respond to 

the survey method of measurement. 



APPENDIX F 

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS. FOR CONTINUERS, 
PARTIAL CONTINUERS AND. NONCONTINUERS 

Continuer Partial Continuer 

Standard Standard 
Variable Mean Devi at ion Mean Deviation 

.......... 

1 • City Size *S *5 
2. State 0.98 0.13 1 .•. 00 o.o 
3. Physician 0.76 o.43 o.67 o.48 
4. Gui dance Ctr~: o. 15 0.36 0.29 0.46 
5. Dept. of lnsti., 

Soc. & Rehab. Ser. 0.04 0.20 o .. o o.o 
6. Other 0.04 0 .•. 20 0 .•. 05 0.22 
1. Emotion./Lang. 0.15 0 •. 36 0.33 o.48 
8. Seizure o. 11 0.32 o.o o.o 
9. Speech/Lang. Oo 11 0.31 0 ... 14 0.36 

10. Learning 0.72 o.45 o .•. 86 0.36 
11 • Dev. Delay 0.02 0.15 o.o o.o 
12. Other 0.07 0.26 0.10 0.30 
13. Age *8, 10 *10, 7 
14. No. Chil. Fam. *3. *2 
15. No. Preg. 3.06 1.83 2.62 2.09 
16. No. Liv. Chil. 2.80 1.67 2.29 1.68 
17. Ord i na 1 Pas. r·' *1' 2 *2 
18. Sex 0.71 o.46 0.57 0.51 
19. Caucasian 0.93 0.25 1.00 o.o 
20. Negro 0.06 0.23 o.o o.o 
21. Other 0.01 0.09 o.o o.o 
22. Married 0.92 0.27 0.95 0.22 
23. Separated 0.01 0.09 o.o o.o 
24. Divorced 0.06 0.23 0.5 0.22 
25. Widowed 0.01 0.09 o.o 0.0 
26. Unknown 0.01 0.09 o.o o.o 
27. Natural Par. 0.74 o.44 0.67 o.48 
28. Adopt. Par. 0.08 0.21 0.24 o.44 
29. Par. & Step.par. 0.06 0.23 0.05 0.22 
30. One Par. 0.05 0.22 o.o o.o 
31. Foster Par. 0.07 0.26 0.0 o.o 
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Noncontinuer 

Standard 
Mean Deviation 

* 1 ' 3' 5 
1.0 o.o 
0.75 o.45 
0.25 o.45 

o.o o.o 
o.o o.o 
0.42 0.51 
0.17 0.39 
o. 17 0.39 
0.33 o.49 
0.17 0.39 
0.08 0.29 

* 11 
*3 
2.67 0.98 
2.50 0.80 

*1 ' 3 
0.75 o.45 

. 0.92 0.29 
0.08 0.29 
o.o o.o 
1.00 o.o 
o.o o.o 
o.o o.o 
o.o o.o 
o.o o.o 
0.92 0.29 
0.08 0.29 
o.o o.o 
o.o o.o 
o.o o.o 



APPENDIX F (Continued) 

Continuer Part i a 1 Continuer Noncontinuer 

Standard Standard Standard 
Variable Mean Deviation Mean.Deviation Mean Deviation 

32. Grandparents a.a o.a a.as a.22 .. a.a o.o 
33. No. Foster Homes *4 *O, ;'rQ 

34. Mother's Ed. *2, 4, s "i'c2. *2 
3S. Mother's Occupa. *7 ;\-7 ,. *7 
36. Father's Ed. ;\-2' 6 *2, s *1 ' 2, 6 
37. Father's Occupa. ;\-1 *a, *1 ' 6 
38. Total Income *3 *2, 3 ;\-2 ,· 3 
39. No o.s4 a.so 0.62 a.so 0.42 a.s1 
40. Yes o.41 0.49 0.38 a.so o.sa a.s1 
41. Unknown a.OS a.22 a.a o.o a.a a.a 
42. Learn. Disab. o.67 a.47 a.71 a.46 a.42 O.Sl 
43. Ment-. ·Retard. 0.04 a.20 a.1 a a.3a o. 17 0.39 
44. Seizure Prob. o. lS a.36 a.OS a.22 a.2s a.45 
4S. Borderline IQ a. 17 0.38 a.14 a.36 a.2s o.45 
46. Emotion./Behav. o.a2 0.13 0.19 0.4a a. 17 a.39 
47. Lang. Problems a.a4 a.20 a. 14 a.36 o.o a.a 
48. Dev. Delay 0.01 o.a9 a .•. a o.a a.a a.a 
49. With i.n Norm. Lim. a.a2 a. lS a .•. o o.a a.a o.o 
so. Other a.a2 a. 13 a.a a.o a.a a.a 
S 1. Educational a.89 0.31 1.aa a.a 0.67 a.49 
S2. Psychological 0. 11 a.31 0.81 0.40 a.33 a.49 
S3. Medical a.08 0.27 a.as a.22 a. 17 0.39 
S4. Reeva 1. 0.19 a.39 a.14 a.36 a.33 o.49 
5S. Cont. Pres. Treat.a.a3 a. 18 a.a a.a a.a o.a 
56. Educational a.93 6.26 1.aa o.a o.a8 0.29 
S7. Psychological 0.18 a.38 a.a5 a.22 a. 17 a.39 
S8. Medical a.21 0.72 a.a5 a.22 a.a8 a.29 
S9. Reeva 1. a.25 a.44 a.a a.a a.a a.a 
6a. Cont. Pres. Treat.a.04 0.20 a.a a.a o.o a.a 
61. Confused a.11 a.31 0.19 o.4o a.42 a.51 
62. Blunt a.a2 a.13 a.a o.o 0.08 a.29 
63. Specific and 

C 1 ear. Stated 0.87 0.34 a. 81 a.4o a.so 0.52 
64. Too Sympathetic a.01 a.a9 o.o a.a a.a a.a 

"i't Reported in the mode 
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